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INTRODUCTION

This is a report of progress during the period from 1 July to 31

December. 1984. As such. it concerns the start-up phase of the research.

The current grant extends from 1 July 1964 to 30 June 1985.

, ,...
..

The objective of this work is the clarification of the role of freestream

turbulence scale in determining the location of b o u n d a ~ layer separation.

An airfoil in subsonic wind tunnel flow is the specific case studied. Hot

film and ho~wire anemomet~D liquid-film f l ~ visualization and pressure

measurements are the principal diagnostic techniques in use. The Vanderbilt

Universi~ subsonic wind tunnel (Fig. 1) is the flow facility being used.

Inasmuch as this is the initial progress report. it is devoted to the

preparato~ phase of ti1e pl~nned effort. However. it is shown that solid

progress has been made. and the project goals should be met despite sevei'al

unanticipated technical p r o b l ~ m s which are described later. The first year

of the proposed t~/o"'Year effort is largely devoted to experimentation. and

that is reflected in the discussion to follow.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUI~iENT AND METHODS

Wind Tunnel

The Vanderbilt University Enginering School Wind Tunnel is shown in

Figures 1-3. A top view of the tunnel is not shown because the structure

is of square cross section upstream of the diffuser. and the latter component

varies from square to circular as it extends downstream. Except for the

fan section. the tunnel shell is made of fiberglass. giving a ve~ smooth

interior surface. A summary of flow conditions is presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. VUES Wi nd Tunne1 F1 ow Oa ta

Assl.ll'led room air at typical conditions of 1.002 x 105 N/ri/.
(29.60 in.Hg) and 295 K (7Z·F). No model installed in tunnel.

Test Section Max. Speed (Re/l) x 1(j4

1.02 x 1.02 m 11.2 m/s 71.3 m-1
(40 x 40 in.) 36.7 fps 1.81 in .. -1

0.411 x 0.411 m 74.7 m/s 462 m-1
(16.2 x 16.2 in.) 245 fps 11.7 in. -1

The smaller, higher speed, 0.4-m section is the normal test section, and

• 811 subsequent comments will pertain to that area unless specific reference

is made to the I-m secti on.

A shroud, honeycomb, and two screens are installed at the wind tunnel

entrance. Figure 4 is a view loo~ing into the entrance area. Prior to

that modification, the fl~4 into the upstream end of the tunnel was not

sufficiently uniform nor steaqy. The combination of the size of the room

housing the tunnel, the relatively high air speeds, and the relatively

short distance from exit to entrance of the tunnel created this problem,

which is not unusual with the open-return ~pe of wind tunnel. Addition of

these co""onents to the entrance dramatically irrproved the uniformity and

steadiness of the flow with only a minor penalty in top speed. In addition

to the hot-wi re measurements of turbulence i ntensi ty reported 1ater,

extensive studies of the flow were made with the aid of tufts of yarn taped

to the interior of the tunnel, static pressure measurements. and pitot-

static probing.

The honeycomb is comprised of plastic impregnated paper having a

thickness of 0.2 mm. There are two layers making up the honeycomb.
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In each layer the cells. or openings. are approximately triangular in

crossection. with a base of 9.5 mm and height of 8 mm. Streamwise dimension

of the assembly is 64 mm. giving a lengtn-to-hydraulic diameter ratio of

approximately 7.

Two fiberglass screens with 6.3 mesh/em (16/1n.) were installed to

reduce turbulence. Additional screens may be inserted if it is later

desired to s ~ boundary layer transition or other phenomena requiring

very low freestream turbulence. Maximum freestream Yeloci~ would be

reduced. of course. Relative turbulence intensi~ in the test section at

• speeds below roughly 60 m/s is 0.27 to 0.29 percent with the present set of

screens.

V e l o c 1 ~ distribution laterally across the 0.4-m test section. measured

by hot-wire and pitot-s1:atic probes. is constant to within ± 1 percent in

the central 0.3 m (12 in.) at a mean velocity of 60 m/s (200 fps). Longi

tudinal velocit,y gradient in the test section is virtually zero at all of

the usual test conditions.

In addition to the quantitative data given above. pressure measurements

have been made along the diffuser and contraction sections to ascertain

that flow separation does not occur there. and the lack of correlation between

hot-film probe signals at wide lateral spacing in the test section indicates

that there is no pressure fluctuation such as could arise from the wind tunnel

fan or a large-scale flow disturbance. Examination of both hot-wire and

pressure data using a frequency analyzer has revealed no dominant frequencies

in the range of detection by that instrument other than a 60-Hz noise that

appeared in the analyzer even when no tunnel probes were connected. Small

areas of separation were discovered in the four corners at the beginning of

the wind tunnel contraction which follows downstream of the I-m cross section.
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A future improvement could be effected ~ fairing these regions so as to

make the transition less abrupt.

A flexible coupling at the downstream end of the diffuser reduces

vibration that would be caused ~ the centrifugal fan and motor. The

laboratory floor is of thick concrete and quite rigid. However, at higher

speeds there is a small amount of vibration in the tunnel shell, so sensitive

probes are mounted onto the laboratory floor.

Pressure and Hot-Wfre/Hot-Film System~

In addition to an array of older dial gauges and liquid-column manometers,

the Vanderbilt Wind Tunnel is equipped with a Scanivalve Corporation DSS

24C MK3 electronic switching-valve pressure transducer system. When this

is used in conjunction with a manually-operated trorgren Fluidics 10-port

switch, up to 34 pressure m e a s u r e w ~ n t channels are available. Because the

Scanfvalve pressure transducer range is too high for accurate resul ts in the

present program, a MKS Baratron Model 17G4-6C precision pressure transducer

with a full-scale range of 100 mm Hg is being used.

Three channels of hot-wire instrumentation are available. These include

one Thermo Systems, Inc. (TSI) Model 1050 and two TSI Model 1010 anemometer

systems. Each anemometer channel has a linearizer, aTSI Model 1052A being

used with the 1050 anemometer and TSI t40del 1072 linearizers with the 1010

anemometers. A TSI 101SC Correlator is used for correlation of signals

from the anemometers. The primary voltage measurements. D.C., rms, and

mean square, are obtained with a TSI Model 1076 digital voltmeter. This

instrument may be operated with time constants of 0.1. 1.0. 10 and 100

seconds.

Data acquisition currently is accorrplished with an Interactive
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Structures. Inc•• Model AI13 analog-to-digital converter coupled to an

Appl e I Ie cOl1i>uter. Work on software in progress is expected to extend the

scope of the correlation data and expedite the data taking process.

The hot-wire/hot-fl1m probes are standard TSI model s. The hot-wire

sensors are platinum coated tungsten on gold plated n e e d l e - ~ p e supports.

Diameter of sensing element is 3.8 lJ (0.00015 in.) and the length is 1.27

mm (0.050 in.). Corresponding dimensions of the hot film probes are

51 lJ (0.002 in.) and 1.0 mm (0.040 in.). The sensor films are platinum with

an alumina coating. Fused quartz substrates and gold plated needle-type

• supports are used.

Detection of Separation BX liguid Films

Although location of bounda~ layer separation can be found with the

hot-wire or small impact-pressure probes. it is obviously advantageous to

have a method that gives a larger-scale. visual result. Liquid films of

various solutions were painted onto an airfoil and tested in the tunnel.

It was found that a mixture of the following approximate proportions (by

volume) served our purpose:

50 percent water
35 percent dry powdered poster paint
10 percent glycerine

... 5 percent Kodak Photo F1 o.

This solution was brushed onto an airfoil surface that had been wetted with

a film of soapy water.

Figure 5 shows the resulting indication of the region of separation on

the airfoil which was at an angle of attack sufficient to provoke separation

near the midchord. No liquid was applied ahead of lO-percent chord. It

may be noted that rather extensive reversal of flow at the trailing edge in

this case cleaned the liquid film off of the airfoil over the downstream
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(1)
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

y

where et 0: the mean square of the fluctuating
component of the mean velocity. Q.

With reference to the following sketch of orthogonal axes and velocity com

ponents. 1et

U. =mean or freestream velocity

~ =w. =0 =mean velocity along y or z. respectively

u.v.w = fluctuating velocities in x.y.z. directions. respectively.

Turbulence Intensi£(

The relative turbulence intensity is defined as

15 percent of the chord. The film, pushed from both upstream and downstream

directions. collected between 60 and 85 percent of the chord. The paint

film at the downstream edge of the separated area was wet enough at the

termination of air flow that some ran into the otherwise clean trailing

edge region as seen in the photograph. The upstream separation at 60 percent

chord is very well defined. and it appears that this technique will be

satisfactory for the remaining research.
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Then a hot-wire which is perpendicular to the x axis and parallel to the

z axis will be affected almost exclusively ~ ( U ~ + u) and v. If

u / U ~ and v~ are small. Bradshaw (Ref. 1) has shown that the fluctuating

part of the effective v e l o c i ~ acting on the wire is

u + 0.5(v2 - y2)/U~].

where u' is measured by a hot-wire normal to U=.

It will be recalled that earlier researchers in the field of turbulence

order of,

(2)

+ ---

Bradshaw also states that the ratio of measured u2 to true ~ is of the

where S = ~ / (~) 3/2... - 2 outside a boundary layer.

If y2 ... u2 is assumed. and the higher level of {u 2/Uw ... 0.01 for

the present experiments is also assumed. the ratio of measured and true

;i is approximately 0.98. When there is no model present to create

a s y m m e t ~ in tha flow. in our tunnel. having a square cross-section

upstream of the diffuser. we expect v2 :: w2 at points not too close to

the walls. Therefore. in what follows. the freestream relative turbulence

intensity is taken to be

measured sphere drag or a representative pressure coefficient as a function

of Reynolds number and designated a Reynolds number. Rec• corresponding to

particular values of the drag coefficient or pressure coefficient as an

indirect measure of turbulence of the flow. Dryden. et a1 •• in Ref. 2
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gave a correlation of T' and Rec~ based on the sphere test, and the correla

tionwas extended in Ref. 3. As an independent and simpler experiment

which would furnish data to compare with the hot-wfre measurements, a sphere

test was perforlr.ed.

Figure 6 gives the dimensions of the sphere and mounting sting used

for the present experiment. The measured data are presented in Figure 7.

We define

'ij.

Cp = (Po' - Pb) /0,..

-'ere

Po' III stagnation pressure,

Pb III pressure on the sphere 157.5 deg from the
stagnati on point,

q. =freestream ~ n a m i c pressure

and Re III U c o d / ~ ,

\<tIere

(3)

(4)

Uco =freestream velocity, Uco III k i n e w ~ t i c viscosity

A

d III sphere diameter.

The critical Reynolds number corresponds to Cp III 1.22.

It must be recognized that if T, varies with Uco and all data are

taken with one sphere diameter, then the curve in Figure 7 represents a

composite which is not exactly like a curve for constant Uco • This

difference normally wotlld be seen in the transition region. Under these

circumstances. tests at discrete values of Uco. using a number of

spheres of varying diameters. would produce a set of curves. However.

T' usually varies only slightly with ~ in a given wind tunnel and the

simplification of one spher~ and varying velocity was adopted.

Referring to Figure 7. it is noted that Rec for the Vanderbilt wind



tunnel is 335,000. When that is compared with the correlated data in Figure 8,

a T' in remarkably good agreement with our hot-wire data (approximately 0.28

percent) is indicated. The small scale of the figure in Ref. 2 prevents an

exact reading. Considering that the sphere surface was not entirely smooth

and there was visible vibration in the sphere support system, the value of Re c

possibly would be increased by more careful testing. At any rate, the agreement

is most encouraging and seems to support the hot-wire data.

Hot-Film Com~ared with Hot-Wire O~~

The plan was to generally use hot-film probes because of their greater

strength compared to hot wires. Because the hot wires are known to exhibit

greater sensitivii?/ and better accuracy thlln the hot films, it was intended

that the hot wire be used for absolute measurement of T' and as a comparative

standard for the hot-fIlm probes.

In accord with that plan, T' as a function of tunnel freestream velocit.v.

U~ was measured, and the result is shown in Figure 9. The floor-mount

and side-mount designations refer to two different supporting structures for

the same probe. Both are ultimately supported from the concrete floor of

the room, but the so-called floor mount is somewhat more rigid. That extra

s t a b i l i ~ a p p a r e n t ~ i did not make a significant difference in the results.

The upward trend of T' at higher speeds is quite repeatable and may be caused

~ the increased flow rate through the room as the open-circuit wind tunnel

speed control is advanced. As is demonstrated hereafter, the hot-film probes

all displayed a IiUch more pronounced climb in TI values above roughly 45 m/s.

There may be more than one reason for this, but the most plausible hypothesis

is that vortex shedding from the probe is mainly responsible for the apparently

excessive turbulence re~dings.

It is noted that the Reynolds number. based on qylindrical hot-film sensor



diameter of 0.05 mm (0.002 in.) is approxiwately 14C-lSO where the apparently
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false increase in turbulenr.e intp~~1~ begins. This is also where vortex

shedding frequen~ is known to be increasing markedly. (See. e.g. Ref. 4

pages 30-31. )

Figure 10 gives t,yp1cal data on j' obtained with hot-film probes in

several configurations. At this point f u r t h a ~ explanation of terms is

necessary. The hot-wire probes always are mounted so that the needles

supporting the wire sensor are essentially parallel with flow direction.

However. the hot-film probes are classified as "fork- mounte~ or "LA mounted.

• In the former case. the needles supporting the sensor element are perpendicular

to the flow; in the latter case. goose-neck or L-shaped adapters are used

so that the needles are p a ~ a l 1 e l to the flow. The results vary between

fork. goose-neck and L mounts. There is also variation 3 ~ o v e t ~ e 45 m/s

level between hot-flm probes on the same mounting system. It was our 111

fortune to choose 60 mls as a tunnel speed and hot-film probes for ~ a r r y i n g

out preliminary comparisons of Ta measurements, and a great amount of frustra

tion ensued because of the poor repeatabili~. It was also apparent that the

T' data all were rmJch too high to be compatible with the T' inferred f r o n ~

the sphere critical Reynolds number found earlier. Only after testing across

the tunnel speed range and obtaining T' by using a hot-~ire probe was our

puzzle resolved. We are unaware of any reports of this failing of hot-film

probes in earlier pUblications. If the problem arose only when fork mounted.

it would be implied that vortex shedding from the needles in crossflow is

responsible. However. the same failing in only lesser degree appears when

L-mounted probes are used. Vibration of the ~eedles w~s sus~ected. but the

application of candle wax in the form of a fillet to stiffen the need1es

only partially alleviated the problem as shc»m in Figure 10. Coupling a
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freQuen~ analyzer to the probe signal did not reveal any dominant frequency

in the 0-20 kHz range of the al'llllyzer. It appears that the rapidly increasing,

very high f r e q u e n ~ vortex shedding from the sensor element itself is the

probable cause of the spurious readings at higher speeds. The hot films

will be used only for COfli)arative or differential , o o a s l J l ~ e m e n t s and only at

speeds below 45 mls in our casCo We will continue to use the term hot-wire

fn a generic sense to i n c l u d ~ both ~pes of probe. but the type will be

specified when specific measurements are discussed.

Turbulence Scales

To describe turbulent motion quantitatively, in addition to relative

f n t e n s i ~ , the concept of turbulence scales has been fOflnulated. (cf. Refs.

5-7). Scales in time and in space. as well as scales in longitudinal and

transverse directions, are considered.

Defining the scales of turbulence usually involves correlations between

velocity cOl11'onents at a fixed point in a flow or between co~onents separated

in either time or space. In either case, the correlation will be a function

of time lapse or distance between the points. Distinctions are made between

small fluid elements (fluid "partiCles") and larger elements (fluid "lumps").

The former are comparable to the micro scales, the latter comparable ,to the

integral scales. Eulerian and Langrangian descriptions are useful. In ~le

first, the variation of a property with respect to a fixed coordinate

system is considered; in the latter, the variation of the property connected

with a given fluid particle or fluid lUmp is determined.

Traditionally, the integral scale usually has been used in efforts to

determine the role of turbulence scale in connection with drag. heat

transfer, separation, transition, etc. However, other scales in the spectrum

of turbulence have been identified, and several recent reports of studies of
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the influence of freestream turbulence on boundary l~ers present discussions

based exclusively on a dissipation length scale (Ref. a-9). The latter is

attractive in that it is gener&11y easier to measure.

With regard to the scale of most influence on boundary layer separation,

the issue would appear to be whether gr~dfent·~pe transport of turbulence

properties, related to the micro- or dissipation lengths, or transport ~

bulk movement related to the integral scales is the dominant pi"'ocess.

One is attracted to ~ , e idea that bulk movement, and therefore intergral

scale, is the most likely candidate. The almost universal choice of early

• investigators of scale effect on boundary layers has been the integral

scales (e.g., Ref. 2). Numerous other examples of this choice could be

cited. However, in 1974, Bradshaw (Ref. 10) proposed that a dissipation

scale be used for interpretation of the effects of turbulence scale upon

boundary layers, and this is the path followed by most of the recent

investigators. One may say that the longitudinal dissipation length scale

is the -Modern- parameter. We are in the process of deciding how the bulk

of our data will be presented. Because both scales will be measured and

discussed later, each is defined here.

Integral S c ~ : References (5-7), for e x ~ m p l e , contain detailed

discussions of this topic, so we only define the particular approach followed

in the present work. Referring to the sketch foll~1ng Eq. (1), consider

how the size of turbulent eddies will be reflected by correlations of

velocf~ fluctuations at different points in space or time. If two points

in space have coordinates (o,o,z) and (o,o,z+r), the covariance of the u

component of fluctuating velocity is uez) • u(z+r), and a correlation

coefficient is defined as

I
Ruz • u(z) • u(z+r);[UTCz) • U2'(z+r)]l/2 (5)

I



The correlation with separation r is indicative of the strength of eddies

with dimensions exceeding r in the given direction, z. Alength defined as

(6)
•

luz • I Ruzdzo•
•

represents the typical z dimension of the energy-containing eddies in the

flow. This is one of the integral scales mentioned earlier. Considerations

of other coordinate directions and velocity components le~ds to the other

integral scales. An example of a preliminary measurement follows.

Delays in acquiring some new equipment made it expedient to begin by

measuring the integral scale in the cross-flow or lateral direction, z, as

defined in the sketch following Eq. (1). This was done trJ use of two hot

film probes, one fixed in position Ind the other moved hy increments along

the z axis ~ the mechanical traversing $Ystem shown in Figure 11. Signals

from the two probes were fed to the TSI anemometer systems already described,

and the spatial correlation, RUz. was obtained with the aid of the Apple

computer which sampled a large number of signals and provided an average

for each increment in z.

To initiate the present experiments with grid-produced turbulence, the

grid having the largest planned mesh size was constructed. It will be

identified as the lO-cm grid hereafter. The dimensions are ghenin Figure

12, and Figure 13 contains photographs of the inst~llation in the tunnel·s

1-m section. Mounting is by means of four tracks running the length of the

1-m test section, so a range of longitudinal positions of the grids is

available.

Because of the location of the grids upstream of a contraction, a

direct comparison of characteristics of the grid-generated turbulence with

most other pUblishe1 data is not valid. A contraction is known to produce



significant changes in the turbulence ~nd it is made clear in Ref. 11 th~t

these effects Vllry wi th not only the geometry of the contraction. but also

the characteristics of the turbulence in the fluid entering the contraction

section. At this time there does not seem to be any other data which pertain

to our specific set of conditions. One may only comment that the lateral

scale measured with the lO-em grid seems reasonable in view of other

published work.

Figure 14 gives Ruz as a function of z/M. where Mis the grid ~ ! s h

dimension (10.16 em in this case). When the area under the curve is

• computed. a value of the integral scale of luz • 4.1 em (1.6 in.) results.

This is considered large enough to represent the upper range of interest in

the s t u ~ . The NACA 0015 airfoil befng f&bricated for this work has a

chord of 40 CM and the boundary layer thicknesses will be far less than

that.

It is interesting to find the corresponding microscale ~r dissipation

scale. This is done bY fitting a parabola to the data points on the left

hand side of Figure 14 in the range of 0 , z < 8 mm. i.e •• a parabola with

its vertex at (1.0). This scale. which represents the ~pical dimension of

the smaller eddies. in the z direction is found to be

>'uz • 0.76 em

in this particular set of data.

Relative turbulence intensity in the 0.4"111 test section when the 10-cm

grid is insta11ed has been found to be from 0.70 to 1.61 percent at 25.6

m/s. depending on grid location. and 0.77 to 1.77 percent at 50.1 m/s.

Dissipation Stale: A streamwise dissipation length scale is defined

following Bradshaw. viz ••
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(7)

The longitudinal turbulence energy produced by grids ~ p i C Q l l y decays

according to a relation such as

(8)

•

-.tIere U2 • mean Ii value,

C· a constant,

M• grid mesh size,

x • distance from grid and

Xo • a constant.

There is frequent need for an effective starting length to be used in

order to fit Eq. (8) to expet'imental data, thus "ois present to accommodate

that need. When Eq. (8) is differentiated and combined with Eq. (7), it is

found that

It is interesting to note that the scale will increase with ,,1M if n >

0.5 but decrease if n < 0.5.

Values of ~/~2 have been measured with a hot-wire probe for various

U. and x, while the lO-cm grid was positioned at different distances

upstream of the contraction section. This latter point is flll>ortant; as

the grid position changed, the intensity and scale at the entrance of the

contraction changed. The findings reported in Ref. 11 show that the effect

of the contraction depends on the turbulence characteristics of the entering

f1 ow. Thus, changing x by moving grids upstl"eam of contractions while a

probe is fixed in the test section ~ 1 Y not produce the same variation of

~ with x as is produced when the grid is fixed ~nd U2 is measured at

. ~ ..
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various longitudinal stations along the test section. Data to be taken

during the remainder of this project will reveal more about this matter•

. Figure 15 shows the variation of i}/Uoo2 as a function of xIM and

Figure 16 shows the results when (Uf/U.2 )-0.37 is plotted versus xf~.

Table 2 gives the results when Lux is cOl1iJuted by using Eq. (9) with

these data.

TABLE 2. Typical Freestream Turbulence Characteristics
with the 10-cm Grid*

u. m/s xM TIS lux em lux/M
./

/ , / ~

25.6 14.0 1.61 0086 0.085
/'

II 17.0 1.32 0081 0.079.. 21.1 0.98 0.75 00073.. 24.1 0.79 0.71 0.070.. 26.1 0.70 0.69 0.068
50.1 14.0 1.17 0.94 0.093.. 17.0 1.42 0.88 0.087.. 21.0 1.05 0.82 00001
" 24.1 0.86 0.78 0.077.. 26.1 0.77 0.76 0.015

*These resu1 ts 05'tafrled wi th hot-wire prob~ at fbed test secilon location
and various grid locations upstream of contraction.

OTHER WORK

Computer programs for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers have

been installed and checked out. These will be needed to support the research

inasmuch as it is anticipated that the ratio of turbulence scale to boundary

layer thickness will be a parameter useful in the analysis of the influence

of scale on separation. The laminar flow code is of the finite-difference

type. while the turbulent code is an integral method. Both have proved

successful in comparisons with experimental data.

Fabrication of a NACA 0015 airfoil has begun. It will be the test

:1
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model on which boundary layer separation w111 be studied. To lessen flow

blockage, only the upper surface of the airfoil will hlve the 0015 contour;

the bottom surface will be flattened. However, a full l e a d i n g ~ d g e will be

preserved. The mter1al used is Plexiglas. Approximately 24 pressure

orifices will be incorporated in the working surface. A chord of 0.406 m

(16.0 in.) will result in a chord Reynolds number range up to 1.9xl06• It

had originally been planned to use & circular-arc airfoil for this work, but

the change is being made so that the pressure distribution will be more

conventfona1•

PROJECT STATUS AND PLANS

Owing to delays caused ~ equipment failures, conflict in demands for

certain e q u f ~ n t which made it necessary to take earlier data manually, and

4 persistent problem with the hot-film probes, the amount of data collected

by this time is somewhat less than expectede However, the last piece of

e q u i ~ n t to fail, the TSI digital rms yol tmeter, should be returned from the

manufacturer in January, and the hot-f11m probes are being replaced by hot

wires wherever necessary. The automation of the measurement systems was

partially completed late in thfs reporting period, and further improvement

is planned in December and J),nuary. The delay caused by the most recent

instrument failure is serious and it puts us at least one month behind

schedule.

The taking of most of the data should proceed more rapidly, n ~ N that

the techniques of the experimentation and measuren~nt system refinements

are in hand. Instrument failures could occur, but such delays should not

be as time conslwing as the developmental work alrea~ accorr~lished.

Therefore, it is expectad t.hat the goals of this first year's work will be

met, albeit somewhat later in the project period t~an originally planned.

/
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Aproposal to continue this research through a second year has been

submitted to the NASA Langley Research Center Grants Offfce. This continuation

would be for the purpose of analyzing the data in greater depth and making

any additional measurements suggest.ed fo110;l10g such analysis. A more

thorough and useful research program would result.
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Figure 1. Vanderbilt Subsonic Wind Tunnel
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Figure 2. Photograph of O. 4-m Test Section and Instrumentation
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Photograph of I-m Test Section Showing a Grid InstalledFigure 3.
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Figure 4. Entrance to Wind Tunnel Showing Shroud and Honeycomb
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Result of Using Liquid Film to Detect Separation Region on Airfoil
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Figure 11. Hot-Wire/Hot-Film Probe Traversing System
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Figure 12. Dimensions of the lO-em Turbulence Generating Grid



(a)

(b)

Photographs of the 1O-em Grid in the TunnelFigure 13.
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